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**SCOTUS To Rule On Trump's Duty To Disclose Financial Records**

Amy Wildermuth, dean of the University of Pittsburgh School of Law and a one-time clerk for late justice John Paul Stevens, says that so far, Trump...

Source: WESA-FM Online - May 12, 2020
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**Coronavirus diets: What's behind the urge to eat like little kids?**

Carli Liguori, Instructor of Nutrition and Behavior Change, University of Pittsburgh.

Source: The Conversation - May 13, 2020
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**Taking ownership of a sustainable future**

CB Bhattacharya is an author and the H. J. Zoffer Chair in Sustainability at the Katz Graduate School of Business, University of Pittsburgh.

Source: McKinsey Quarterly - Online - May 12, 2020
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**Should you take melatonin for better sleep?**

...medications (to sleep),” Marissa Bowman, a doctoral student in clinical health psychology at the University of Pittsburgh, told TODAY.

Source: TODAY Online - NBC Television Network - May 12, 2020
Robert Morris intends to resume on-campus instruction this fall, with modifications
...at least partially to an on-campus learning experience, among them the University of Pittsburgh, Penn State University, Carnegie Mellon...
Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 12, 2020

Pitt Students Sue University Over COVID-19 Refunds
Students at the University of Pittsburgh have joined a slew of suits against colleges seeking refunds for tuition, housing costs, and student fees...
Source Law360 - May 12, 2020

Kuntu Repertory founder Vernell Lillie was Pittsburgh’s ’queen mother of black theater’
...A. Lillie,...who founded Kuntu Rep as an associate professor at the University of Pittsburgh. Dr. Lillie led Kuntu to several Onyx and...
Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 12, 2020

How hospitals make tough ethical calls about which lives to save during a pandemic
“These are inevitably tragic choices with only bad options,” Douglas White, professor of critical care medicine at the School of Medicine, said....
Source CNN Online - May 13, 2020

Experts answer your COVID-19 questions: 'I am wondering how it could be possible to see my significant other during the coronavirus pandemic,'
– Jill D. Henning, associate professor of biology, the University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown.
Source The Tribune-Democrat Online - May 13, 2020

Colleges mull what to do about standardized tests
University of Pittsburgh also moved to a test-optional model for the fall 2020 admissions cycle, but only for its regional campuses in Bradford,...
Source Pittsburgh Business Times Online - May 13, 2020

A.I. Home Fitness Machines Push You Past Your Limits
These new machines ingratiate themselves with the lazy by removing personal responsibility from the equation. The tech "objectively measures our...
Source The Wall Street Journal Online - May 12, 2020